[Clinical characteristics of early juvenile GM2 gangliosidosis: a case report].
We describe the case of a 15-year-old male with early juvenile type GM2 gangliosidosis. He first manifested with progressive clumsiness in his extremities at the age of 1.5 years, followed by motor regression. Intellectual disability became evident as late as age 6 years. This discrepancy along with rapid motor deterioration after varicella infection, lack of startle response or macrocephaly, and paucity of myoclonus were thought to be characteristic of juvenile GM2 gangliosidosis. In contrast to the cerebellar atrophy as the initial finding in usual juvenile GM2 gangliosidosis, magnetic resonance imaging revealed initially cerebral, and subsequently cerebellar, progressive atrophy. Autistic behavioral problems, including phonophobia, during intellectual regression in this patient was also unusual in juvenile GM2 gangliosidosis. Thus, recognition of these features would prompt proper diagnosis and insights into the pathomechanisms of GM2 gangliosidosis.